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Possibilities of observing a signal of an η n bound state are investigated by considering photoproductions of the
η and η mesons on a deuteron target with forward proton emission. For this purpose, we take the η n interaction
from the linear σ model with a coupling to ηn, in which an s-wave η n bound state can be dynamically generated,
and we fix the γp → ηp and η p scattering amplitudes so as to reproduce the experimental cross sections with
forward proton emission. By using these γp → η() p and η() n → η() n amplitudes, we calculate cross sections
of the γ d → ηnp and η np reactions with forward proton emission in single and η() -exchange double-scattering
processes. As a result, we find that the signal of the η n bound state can be seen below the η n threshold in the ηn
invariant mass spectrum of the γ d → ηnp reaction and is comparable with the contribution from the quasifree
η production above the η n threshold. We also discuss the behavior of the signal of the η n bound state in several
experimental conditions and model parameters.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.94.025203
I. INTRODUCTION

The clarification of properties of the η meson is one of
the important topics in hadron physics. Its anomalously heavy
mass, known as the UA (1) problem [1], can be explained by the
fact that the UA (1) symmetry is explicitly broken by quantum
anomaly in quantum chromodynamics (QCD) [2–4] and the
η meson is not a Nambu-Goldstone boson associated with
the chiral symmetry breaking [5–8]. It is also important to
emphasize that the UA (1) anomaly is not the only source of
the mass of the η meson, but the SU(3) chiral symmetry
is necessarily broken for the anomaly to affect the η mass
spectrum [9,10].
One of the recent interests in the η meson regards its
in-medium properties [10–23], especially in the context of
partial restoration of chiral symmetry in nuclear matter [10].
As mentioned above, the η mass is closely related also to
the chiral symmetry breaking. In the nuclear medium, chiral
symmetry is considered to be partially restored with 30%
reduction of the magnitude of the quark condensate at the
saturation density [24]. Thus, the η mass is expected to be
reduced in the nuclear matter. A simple estimation based on
partial restoration of chiral symmetry has suggested about
100 MeV reduction of the η mass at the saturation density
[10], as seen in the chiral effective model calculations by the
NJL model [16] and the linear σ model [23]. The strong mass
reduction in nuclear matter provides a strong attractive scalar
potential for the η meson in finite nuclei. This has stimulated
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experimental and theoretical studies searching for η bound
states in nuclei [25,26].
According to the linear σ model, if the dynamical chiral
symmetry breaking plays an important role for the mass
generation of a hadron, the hadron should have strong coupling
to the σ field. Recalling that (a part of) the nucleon (N ) mass is
generated by the chiral symmetry breaking and the σ exchange
provides a strong attraction for the N N interaction in the
isoscalar-scalar channel, one expects a similar attraction in
the η N interaction and a possible two-body bound state of
η N [23]. Thus, the interaction between η and N is a key to
investigate properties of the η meson. The η N interaction
was investigated in, e.g., the chiral effective models [27–29].
A possibility to form an η N bound state was pointed out in the
linear σ model in Ref. [23]. An experimental signal of the η N
bound state was implied in Ref. [30], where they measured
the π − p → η n cross section just above the η n threshold.
Production experiments of the η meson in other reactions,
such as γp → η p [31–34] and pp → η pp [35–37], also give
us a good ground to study the η N interaction.
In this study, we theoretically investigate possibilities of
observing a signal of an η n bound state in the photoproduction
cross sections of η and η mesons on a deuteron target,
γ d → ηnp and η np, using the formulation developed in
Refs. [38–41]. For this purpose, we consider forward proton
emission so as to make a kinetically favored condition for
the generation of the η n bound state. As for the production
process, we take into account a single-scattering η() photoproduction on a bound proton and double scatterings with the exchange of the η() meson, which is produced on a bound proton
in the first step. We employ the linear σ model [23,42] so as to
calculate the η N interaction and its scattering amplitude. Then
we compare the signal of the η n bound state in the γ d → ηnp
reaction to the quasifree η contributions in the η np reaction.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we develop
our formulation of the cross sections of the η and η
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photoproductions on proton and deuteron targets. The η N
interaction in our effective model is also briefly introduced
in this section. Next, in Sec. III we show our results of the
η and η photoproduction cross sections on a deuteron target
and discuss possibilities of observing the signal of the η n
bound state by comparing the signal with the quasifree η
contribution. In this section we also discuss the behavior of
our results in several experimental conditions and model parameters. Section IV is devoted to the conclusion of this study.
II. FORMULATION
()

In this section we formulate the cross sections of the η
photoproduction on the deuteron and proton targets. First, we
consider the deuteron target case and discuss the diagrams for
the photoproduction of the η n bound state off the deuteron
in Sec. II A. Next, in Sec. II B we explain our approach
to calculate the η N scattering amplitude, in which an η N
bound state can appear as a resonance pole with appropriate
model parameters of the linear σ model. Finally, we go to the
γp → η() p reaction in Sec. II C, where we take into account
the η() N → η() N rescattering process with the amplitude
developed in Sec. II B, and we fix the parameters for the
γp → η() p reaction so as to reproduce the experimental data.
A. The γ d → ηnp and η np reactions

Let us first consider the η() meson photoproduction on the
deuteron target, γ d → Xp with X = mn = ηn or η n. The
differential cross section of the reaction is expressed as

∗
d 2 σγ d→Xp
Mp Mn 1
pp pm
=
d∗n |Tγ d→Xp |2 , (1)
dMX dp
4Eγlab W3 (2π )5
where MX = Mmn = Mηn or Mη n is the invariant mass of
X, p is the solid angle for the momentum of the final-state
proton in the global center-of-mass frame, Mp and Mn are the
proton and neutron masses, respectively, Eγlab is the photon
energy in the laboratory frame, i.e., thedeuteron rest frame,
W3 is the total energy obtained as W3 = Md2 + 2Md Eγlab with
the deuteron mass Md , ∗n is the solid angle for the momentum
of the neutron in the m-n center-of-mass frame, and Tγ d→Xp
is the scattering amplitude for the reaction γ d → Xp. The
magnitude of the momenta of the final-state proton pp and
∗
the meson pm
are evaluated in the global center-of-mass frame
and in the m-n center-of-mass frame, respectively, and they are
expressed as




λ1/2 W32 , Mp2 , MX2
λ1/2 MX2 , Mm2 , Mn2
∗
, pm =
,
pp =
2W3
2MX
(2)
with the Källen function λ(x, y, z) = x 2 + y 2 + z2 − 2xy −
2yz − 2zx and the meson mass Mm .
In this study we are interested in the photoproduction
of an η n bound state with forward proton emission, so
we calculate the cross sections by considering kinetically
favored amplitudes, which are diagrammatically shown in
Fig. 1. Namely, we take into account a single-scattering η()
photoproduction on a bound proton and double scatterings with
the exchange of η() meson, which is produced on a bound
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FIG. 1. Feynman diagrams for the γ d → mnp reaction with m =
η or η . Here T1 and T2 are the γp → mp and mn → mn scattering
amplitudes, respectively.

proton in the first step. Because we require a fast proton in
the forward direction, we can safely neglect the final-state
interaction between proton and neutron. In addition, as we
will see later, the η exchange is most important, because
η in the intermediate state goes almost on its mass shell at
MX ≈ Mη + Mn . In contrast, the η exchange is suppressed
owing to its largely off-shell propagation. This means that
exchanges of other mesons such as π should be suppressed
more. We also note that we do not consider diagrams of η and
η photoproductions on a bound neutron. This is because in
this condition the final-state neutron should go in the forward
direction with large momentum while the final-state proton
would be slow and its scattering angle would not be restricted
to forward owing to the kinematics, which can easily be
suppressed by the experimental setup.
Thus, we calculate the scattering amplitude Tγ d→Xp as
Tγ d→Xp = T1(m) + T2(m) + T3(m) ,

(3)

where the subscripts 1, 2, and 3 correspond to the numbers of
the diagrams in Fig. 1. The expression of each amplitude is
obtained in a manner similar to that in Refs. [38–41].
The first term, T1(m) , corresponding to the single scattering,
is evaluated as
T1(m) = Tγp→mp (W2 ) × ϕ̃( pn ),

(4)

with the s-wave γp → mp scattering amplitude Tγp→mp
denoted by T1 in Fig. 1 and the deuteron wave function in
momentum space, ϕ̃(q), which is given in the deuteron rest
frame. Therefore, for the evaluation of the deuteron wave
function ϕ̃( pn ) we have to calculate the neutron momentum in
the final state, pn , in the laboratory frame. The energy W2 is
calculated as

 μ
μ 2
p m + pp ,
(5)
W2 =
μ

μ

where pm and pp are the momenta of the meson m and proton
in the final state, which can be evaluated from the final-state
phase space.
The second term T2(m) corresponds to the double scattering
with the η exchange and is evaluated as
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T2(m) =Tγp→η p (W2 )Tη n→mn (MX )

d 3 q ϕ̃(q + pp − k)
,
×
(2π )3 q 2 − Mη2 + i

(6)
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with the η n → mn amplitude Tη n→mn denoted by T2 in Fig. 1,
for which we employ an effective model described in the
next section, the photon and final-state proton momenta in the
laboratory frame k = (0, 0, Eγlab ) and pp , respectively, and an
infinitesimal positive value . The energy W2 is approximated
as

(7)
W2 ≈ Mp2 + 2Mp Eγlab
by assuming that the initial-state bound proton is at rest on
its mass shell. The energy carried by the exchanged meson,
q 0 , should be fixed in appropriate models. In this study, we
employ two approaches. The first one is the Watson approach
[43], which gives us [41]
q 0 = Mp + Eγlab − pp0

(8)

in the laboratory frame. In the second approach, we employ
the truncated Faddeev approach as done in Ref. [44], in which
we have
q 0 = Md + Eγlab − pp0 − Mn −

|q + pp − k|2
2Mn

(9)

in the laboratory frame. Here we refer to the former (latter)
treatment as option A (B). The details are given in Ref. [41].
The third term T3(m) corresponds to the double scattering
with the η exchange and is evaluated as
T3(m) =Tγp→ηp (W2 )Tηn→mn (MX )

d 3 q ϕ̃(q + pp − k)
.
×
(2π )3 q 2 − Mη2 + i

(10)

Here the energy carried by the exchanged meson, q 0 , is fixed
in the same manner as in the second term, T2(m) , with the option
A (8) or B (9).
In our calculation, both Tγp→ηp and Tγp→η p can be
factorized out of the integral because we assume it to depend
on neither the internal energy nor scattering angle. In a more
realistic case, both Tγp→ηp and Tγp→η p depend on them and
thus should be, in principle, inside the integral. Nevertheless,
the forward proton emission of this reaction (θp being around
0◦ ) indicates that neglecting the angular dependence is good
enough as a first-order approximation. Besides, the energy
W2 as a parameter of the amplitudes Tγp→mp can be fixed
by assuming that the initial-state bound proton in the first
scattering is at rest on its mass shell, as done in Ref. [38].
For the deuteron wave function, we neglect the d-wave
component and we use a parametrization of the s-wave
component given by an analytic function [45] as
ϕ̃(q) =

11

j =1

q2

Cj
,
+ m2j
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important to the η N scattering amplitude as the closest open
channel in the s wave. In this study, we employ the η N
amplitude obtained from the linear σ model with unitarization
according to the approach developed in Refs. [23,42]. The
scattering amplitude Tij is labeled by the channel indices i and
j as i = 1 (2) for η N (ηN ). Here we note that we employ
the physical masses for nucleons to calculate quantities, so the
nucleon mass MN is equal to Mp for the η() p reaction and to
Mn for the η() n reaction in the following formulation, while
the interaction term is constructed with isospin symmetry.
According to Refs. [23,42], we construct an interaction
kernel from the linear σ model as
6gB
6gB
V11 = − √ 2 , V12 = V21 = + √ 2 , V22 = 0,
3mσ 0
6mσ 8
(12)
where constants g, B, mσ 0 , and mσ 8 determine the strength
of the interaction, g is the coupling constant for the σ N N
vertex, B represents the contribution from the UA (1) anomaly,
and mσ 0 and mσ 8 are the masses of the singlet and octet
σ mesons exchanged between η() and N . These parameters
are fixed as g = 7.67, B = 0.984 GeV, mσ 0 = 0.7 GeV, and
mσ 8 = 1.23 GeV [23].
Here we note that the contribution from the ηN channel is
not so large because the mixing angle between the η and the
η is small and the transition of the η N into the ηN governed
by Eq. (12) is suppressed by the large mass of the octet scalar
meson mσ 8 . This means that the following result would not
depend so much on the details of the treatment of the ηN
channel.
We use this tree-level interaction as an interaction kernel
and solve the scattering equation to obtain the scattering
amplitude Tij (w),
Tij (w) = Vij +

Vik Gk (w)Tkj (w),

(13)

k=1

where w is the center-of-mass energy and Gi is the η() N loop
function. It is important that the tree-level amplitude Vij is
independent of the external momentum [see Eq. (12)], and
thus the scattering equation becomes an algebraic equation.
For the loop function Gi , we employ a covariant expression as

2MN
d 4q


 , (14)
Gi (w) ≡ i
(2π )4 (P − q)2 − MN2 q 2 − Mi2
with P μ = (w, 0), M1 = Mη , and M2 = Mη , and the loop
function is calculated with the dimensional regularization as
Gi (w) =

(11)

with Cj and mj determined in Ref. [46].
B. The η N scattering amplitude

Next we formulate the η N scattering amplitude around the
η N threshold. In this study we consider an s-wave η N -ηN
coupled-channels problem, because the ηN channel can be

2


w 2 + Mi2 − MN2
MN2
2MN
a
+
(μ
)
+
ln
i
reg
16π 2
μ2reg
2w 2


λ1/2 w 2 , MN2 , Mi2
Mi2
−
× ln
w2
MN2

 
λ1/2 w 2 ,MN2 ,Mi2
,
(15)
× artanh
MN2 + Mi2 − w 2

with the subtraction constant ai at the regularization scale μreg ,
which is set as μreg = MN . In this study they are fixed by the
natural renormalization scheme developed in Ref. [47] so as to
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TABLE I. Pole position wpole , coupling constant
gi (i = η N , ηN ), and compositeness Xi of the η N
bound state in the present model.

exclude the Castillejo-Dalitz-Dyson (CDD) pole contribution
from the loop function. This can be achieved by requiring
Gi (w = MN ) = 0 for every channel i.
In this construction, a sufficient attraction between η and
N leads to an η N bound state described by a pole of the
scattering amplitude Tij (w) with its residue gi gj :
Tij (w) =

gi g j
+ (regular at w = wpole ).
w − wpole

(16)

The residue gi can be interpreted as the coupling constant of
the η N bound state to the i channel. The coupling constant
gi is further translated into the so-called compositeness
Xi via the two-body wave function so as to measure the
fraction of the two-body component [48–52]. Namely, in the
present formulation the two-body wave function in channel
i in momentum space ˜ i (q) is proportional to the coupling
constant gi [53,54] as
˜ i (q) =


gi 4MN wpole
2
wpole
− [ωi (q) + N (q)]2

.

Xi =

(18)



where ωi (q) ≡ Mi2 + q 2 and N (q) ≡ MN2 + q 2 . Here we
note that the compositeness as well as the wave function is a
scheme-dependent quantity; i.e., we can uniquely determine it
when we fix the model space, interaction, and loop function.
Because we take into account only the η N and ηN channels
in the present model, the sum of the norms for the η N and
ηN channels, X1 + X2 , coincides with the normalization of
the total bound-state wave function | as
∗

|

= X1 + X2 = 1.

Finally, let us consider photoproductions of η and η on a
proton target. In this study, we introduce the rescattering of
η() p in the final state of the γp → mp reaction with m = η
or η , as done in Ref. [55]. Namely, with the η() N → η() N
amplitude developed in the previous section, we construct the
scattering amplitude Tγp→mp in the approach diagrammatically
shown in Fig. 2, which is expressed as
Tγp→i (W ) = Vγ i +





C. The γ p → η p and η p scattering amplitudes

(17)

Then the compositeness is defined as the norm of ˜ i (q), and
its expression is
d 3 q ωi (q) + N (q) ˜
[ i (q)]2
(2π )3 2ωi (q)N (q)
dGi
(w = wpole ),
= − gi2
dw

1889.5 − 6.3i
2.40 + 0.45i
−0.54 − 0.07i
1.01 + 0.00i
−0.01 + 0.00i

wpole (MeV)
gη N
gηN
Xη N
XηN

(19)

In this sense, one can deduce the structure by comparing
the value of the compositeness with unity. Besides, we may
take into account missing channels, which do not appear as
explicit degrees of freedom in the model space, by employing
an energy-dependent two-body interaction, as such a missing
channel inevitably brings energy dependence to the two-body
interaction [47,51].
The values of the pole position, coupling constant, and
compositeness of the η N bound state in the present model are
listed in Table I. As one can see, the pole position wpole has a
small imaginary part as a decay of the η N bound state to the
ηN channel, and the value is consistent with the experimental
implication in Ref. [30]. The modulus of the η N coupling
constant is about five times larger than that of the ηN one.
Because the η N compositeness Xη N is close to unity with a
negligible imaginary part, the η N bound state in the present
model parameter is indeed dominated by the η N component.

2


Vγj Gj (W )Tj i (W ).

(20)

j =1

Here W is the center-of-mass energy, Tj i and Gj are the
η() p → η() p scattering amplitude and loop function developed in the previous subsection, respectively, and the channel
index i = 1 (2) indicates the η p (ηp) channel. In general, we
may take different subtraction constants for the loop functions
Gi in Eqs. (13) and (20), but the same subtraction constant
is used in this study. In contrast, the γp → i part Vγ i is an
unknown model parameter.
In this study we fix Vγp→i by using the experimental data of
the differential cross section for the reaction γp → mp, which
is expressed as

dσγp→mp
pc.m.
Mp
=
|Tγp→mp |2 .
2
d
16π Eγlab W

(21)

Here  is the solid angle for the momentum of the finalstate proton in the center-of-mass
frame and the total energy

2
W is obtained as W = Mp + 2Mp Eγlab . The magnitude of
the momentum of the final-state proton in the center-of-mass

frame, pc.m.
, can be calculated as


λ1/2 W 2 , Mp2 , Mm2

pc.m. =
.
(22)
2W
Here we note that, because we mainly concentrate on the
forward proton emission, we may need only the scattering

+
FIG. 2. Feynman diagrams for the γp → mp reaction with m =
η or η . Here the solid, dashed, and wavy lines represent the proton,
m, and photon, respectively. The open and shaded circles correspond
to the γp → mp and mp → mp amplitudes, respectively.
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We emphasize again that this strategy is sufficient for our
purpose to estimate the production ratio of the η n bound state
compared to the η quasifree contributions with forward proton
emission. Actually, around the η n threshold the strength of
both the bound-state signal and the quasifree contribution is
similarly suppressed as the scattering angle increases, and
hence a large cancellation will take place when we take the
signal to the quasifree ratio.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
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FIG. 3. Differential cross sections of γp → ηp and η p reactions
calculated with the amplitudes in Eq. (20) and comparison with the
experimental data in Refs. [32,34]. The experimental data are taken
with the scattering angle −0.8 < cos θmc.m. < −0.7 for both η and η
photoproductions, with θmc.m. being the meson angle in the center-ofmass frame.

amplitude at a certain angle. Furthermore, in this study we
are interested in the ratio of the η n bound state signal to the
η quasifree contribution. In this sense, regarding the γp → i
part Vγ i to be constant is enough for our purpose to calculate
the relative strength between the η n bound-state signal and the
η quasifree contribution in the forward proton emission. Thus,
we fix two fitting parameters Vγ 1 and Vγ 2 so as to reproduce
the experimental data. For the forward proton emission, we
use the experimental data on the γp → η p and ηp reactions
in the scattering angle −0.8 < cos θmc.m. < −0.7 with the η()
scattering angle θmc.m. [32,34]. As we see in the numerical
results, the γp → η p reaction is most important, so we give
more weight to the data of the γp → η p reaction. From the fit
with the parameters in the η() N → η() N amplitude (g = 7.67,
B = 0.984 GeV, mσ 0 = 0.7 GeV, and mσ 8 = 1.23 GeV), we
take the parameters
Vγ 1 = 0.348 GeV−1 , Vγ 2 = 0.354 GeV−1 ,

(23)

which reproduce the experimental cross sections with forward
proton emission above the η p threshold in Ref. [32,34], as
shown in Fig. 3. We note that in Fig. 3 we have a prominent
peak in the γp → ηp cross section below W = 1.9 GeV
corresponding to the signal of the η p bound state. In actual
experimental observation, this contribution should interfere
with others coming from the nonresonant background. This
may provide a peak structure or a dip, generally a Fano
resonance, depending on the interference.1

1
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Actually, an enhancement of the differential cross section of the
γp → ηp reaction was observed just below the η p threshold in
experiments [56,57], which was claimed to be attributable to an S11
resonance in their analyses. This might imply the signal of the η p
bound state.

Now we calculate the differential cross section (1) for
the γ d → mnp reaction with m = η or η . We first perform
theoretical studies of the signal for the η n bound state in
the photoproduction process in Sec. III A. In this section,
after examining two options, i.e., the Watson approach (8)
and the truncated Faddeev approach (9), we investigate each
diagram contribution to the cross sections of the two reactions.
In addition, we study how the signal of the η n bound state
depends on the strength of the η N interaction. Then in
Sec. III B we discuss how the signal of the η n bound state
can be seen in several experimental conditions. We here show
the dependence of our results with respect to the initial photon
energy and the scattering angle of the final-state proton and
integrate the differential cross section with respect to the
scattering angle for the forward proton emission.
Throughout this section, the initial photon energy Eγlab and
proton scattering angle in the global center-of-mass frame
θpc.m. are fixed as Eγlab = 2.1 GeV and θpc.m. = 0◦ , respectively,
unless explicitly mentioned.
A. Theoretical study of the η n signal
1. Signal of the η n bound state in two options

First of all, we examine two options of the exchanged
meson energy: A for the Watson approach (8) and B for the
truncated Faddeev approach (9). We calculate the differential
cross sections for the γ d → ηnp and η np reactions in both
approaches as functions of the invariant mass MX = Mηn and
Mη n , and the result is shown in Fig. 4 in the range [1.86 GeV,
1.94 GeV]. As one can see from the figure, in both options A
and B, we can clearly observe the signal of the η n bound state
in the ηn mass spectrum below the η n threshold ≈ 1.897 GeV,
which is comparable to the quasifree η contribution in the η n
mass spectrum above the threshold. However, the strength
of the bound-state signal is different in two options, while
very similar quasifree η contributions are found. Namely, the
option A (B) gives a larger (smaller) signal of the η n bound
state. This difference could be interpreted as a theoretical
ambiguity in calculating the differential cross section of the
γ d reaction in the present formulation.
Here we should mention that in option A we have a small
cusp in the ηn spectrum around 1.88 GeV, which is an artificial
threshold in the Watson approach [41,44]. Because we are
interested in the signal of the η n bound state in clearer
conditions, we employ only the option B, which gives smaller
signal of the bound state, in the following calculations.
Let us now numerically compare the contributions from the
bound-state signal and from others above the η n threshold in
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FIG. 4. Invariant mass spectra for the γ d → Xp reactions with
X = ηn and η n. The exchanged meson energy q 0 is fixed as in Eq. (8)
[Eq. (9)] for the option A (B). The initial photon energy is fixed as
Eγlab = 2.1 GeV and the proton scattering angle in the global center
of mass is θpc.m. = 0◦ .

FIG. 6. Invariant mass spectrum for the γ d → η np reaction.
The initial photon energy is fixed as Eγlab = 2.1 GeV and the proton
scattering angle in the global center of mass is θpc.m. = 0◦ . The inset
represents an enlarged figure.

option B. This can be achieved by integrating the differential
cross section in appropriate ranges of the invariant mass MX .
On the one hand, the signal contribution is obtained by integrating d 2 σγ d→ηnp /dMX dp in the range [1.86 GeV, Mη + Mn ],
which results in 0.011 μb/sr. On the other hand, the other
contributions above the η n threshold contain the quasifree
η in the η n spectrum and the tail of the η n bound-state
signal in the ηn spectrum. Thus, we integrate the sum of the
cross section in the two reactions, d 2 σγ d→ηnp /dMX dp +
d 2 σγ d→η np /dMX dp , in the range [Mη + Mn , 2.0 GeV],
which results in 0.055 μb/sr. Therefore, we obtain the ratio
of the signal to other contributions as 0.011/0.055 = 0.20.

one can see, we observe that in this invariant mass region the
cross section is dominated by diagram 2 in Fig. 1, i.e., the η
exchange contribution. This is because the invariant mass in
this region contains the η n threshold and thus the exchanged η
can go almost on its mass shell to generate an η n bound state.
In contrast, both diagrams 1 and 3 in Fig. 1 are negligible. The
contribution from the single scattering (diagram 1) is strongly
suppressed by the deuteron wave function. Namely, to make
the ηn invariant mass as large as the η n threshold energy with
the forward proton emission only by the single scattering, we
need anomalously large Fermi motion of a bound neutron in
the forward direction. The η exchange as diagram 3 is also
small because the exchanged η cannot approach on its mass
shell in the η n bound region with forward proton emission and
the magnitude of the ηn → ηn amplitude is small compared
to that of the η n → ηn one employed in diagram 2.
In Fig. 6, we show the numerical result of the differential
cross section for the γ d → η np reaction around the η n
threshold. The cross section starts at the η n threshold. From
the figure, we find that the quasifree η contribution in the
single scattering (diagram 1 in Fig. 1) dominates the cross
section. This is caused by the deuteron wave function; because
a bound proton and a bound neutron are almost at rest inside a
deuteron, the η meson produced by the γp∗ → η p reaction
with a bound proton p∗ should be slow if the final-state
proton goes to the forward angle with θpc.m. = 0◦ , which makes
the invariant mass MX close to the η n threshold. Besides,
the tail of an η n bound-state peak can make the η exchange
diagram (diagram 2) a non-negligible contribution to the
cross section, as shown by the dash-dotted line in Fig. 6. In
contrast, the η exchange diagram contributes negligibly to the
cross section owing to a similar reason as in the γ d → ηnp
reaction.
An interesting point is that we can observe the destructive
interference between the quasifree η photoproduction of the
single scattering and the η exchange contribution. This means
the absorption of η produced on a bound proton into the
bound neutron inside the same deuteron. Actually, we can

2. Contribution from each diagram

Next we show in Fig. 5 the numerical result of each diagram
contribution to the differential cross section for the γ d → ηnp
reaction (1) as a function of the invariant mass MX = Mηn . As

d2σ / dMX dΩp [ μb / GeV sr ]

0.9
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Diagram 1
Diagram 2
Diagram 3
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FIG. 5. Invariant mass spectrum for the γ d → ηnp reaction. The
initial photon energy is fixed as Eγlab = 2.1 GeV and the proton
scattering angle in the global center of mass is θpc.m. = 0◦ . The inset
represents an enlarged figure.
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3. Dependence on the strength of the η N interaction


Now we see the dependence on the strength of the η n
interaction for the peak structure of the η n bound state in the
γ d → pX reaction with X = ηn and η n. Here we vary the
interaction strength via the model parameter g or mσ 8 in the
interaction kernel (12) and by introducing the contribution
from the π N channel. Because we are interested in how
the signal of the η n bound state depends on the model
parameters, we modify the interaction strength only for the
second scattering, i.e., T2 in Fig. 1, while we fix the first step
of the reaction (T1 in Fig. 1) unchanged. We note that when we
change the value of the parameter g or mσ 8 , other parameters
remain fixed as their original values.
First we vary the interaction strength via g, which is the
coupling constant for the σ NN vertex. Because the coupling
constant g is commonly introduced to the η n ↔ η n and
η n ↔ ηn interaction, as the value of g becomes large, both
the binding energy BE ≡ Mη + Mn − Re wpole and width
≡ −2 Im wpole of the η n bound state increase. We show
in the top part of Table II the properties of the η n bound
state with several values of g. We have checked that in the
TABLE II. Properties of the η n bound state with several values of
the parameter g or mσ 8 . When changing the value of the parameter g
or mσ 8 , other parameters remain fixed. We also consider the case that
we introduce the contribution from the π N channel [58]. The binding
energy BE and width are defined as BE ≡ Mη + Mn − Re wpole and
≡ −2 Im wpole , respectively.

g

Shift parameter g
BE (MeV)
gη n

(MeV)

5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0
9.0

No structure
Cusp only
1.63 + 0.56i
2.71 + 0.43i
3.49 + 0.40i

mσ 8 (GeV)
0.9
1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3

Shift parameter mσ 8
gη n
BE (MeV)
3.19 + 1.25i
9.5
2.79 + 0.91i
8.8
2.57 + 0.67i
8.4
2.43 + 0.49i
8.0
2.34 + 0.37i
7.7

(MeV)
60.9
34.4
21.2
14.1
9.8

Introduce π N channel
BE (MeV)
gη n
4.10 + 0.15i
57.0

(MeV)
14.5

0.9
12.8
31.8

5.4
16.0
26.0

1.8

d2σ / dMX dΩp [ μb / GeV sr ]

easily find that a double-scattering amplitude constructed
with the imaginary part of the η n → η n amplitude and the
on-shell η exchange has the opposite sign compared to the
single-scattering one. The present result provides us with
an expectation that one may extract information on the η N
interaction from the quasifree η production yield on a deuteron
target compared to that on a proton target. We also expect large
medium effects for η such as the transparency ratio even in
light nuclei.
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FIG. 7. Invariant mass spectrum for the γ d → Xp reaction with
X = ηn and η n as the sum of the two contributions. The interaction
strength is controlled by the parameter g in Eq. (12). The initial
photon energy is fixed as Eγlab = 2.1 GeV and the proton scattering
angle in the global center of mass is θpc.m. = 0◦ .

present condition the coupling constant g  6.9 can form an
η n bound state below the η n threshold.
The behavior of the signal of the η n bound state is shown in
Fig. 7, where we plot the sum of the differential cross sections
of γ d → ηnp and η np with the parameter g = 5.0 to 9.0 in
intervals of 1.0. From the figure, we can clearly observe the
signal of the η n bound state for g = 7.0 and 8.0. However, for
g = 9.0, the signal of the bound state becomes weak owing
to its large decay width, = 26.0 MeV. In addition, for g =
6.0, we find only a cusp structure at the η n threshold, as the
interaction with g = 6.0 cannot bind the η n system below the
η n threshold. Such a cusp structure disappears when we take
g = 5.0. This result indicates that, if the η N interaction is
attractive enough, we have a chance to observe some peculiar
structure around the η n threshold, i.e., the bound-state signal
(g = 7.0, 8.0 and 9.0) or a cusp of the differential cross section
at the η n threshold (g = 6.0). We also note that we may
observe interesting behavior in the η n invariant mass spectrum
just above its threshold, which reflects the physics below the
η n threshold, as seen in Fig. 8, where we plot only the η n
invariant mass spectrum. In the present model, one finds that
the η n invariant mass spectrum is convex downward just above
the η n threshold for g > 6, in which there is a bound state
below the threshold, while it becomes convex upward for g 
6, where there is no bound state.
Next we shift the value of the parameter mσ 8 , which is
the mass of the octet σ meson exchanged between η() and n.
Because mσ 8 determines the strength of the transition η N ↔
ηN, this mainly controls the decay width of the η n bound state;
the smaller value of mσ 8 brings the larger decay width of the
η n bound state with a similar binding energy. The properties
of the η n bound state are listed in the middle part of Table II.
By changing the value of mσ 8 , we can study how the boundstate signal melts with large decay width in the differential
cross section. In Fig. 9 we show our result of the sum of
the differential cross sections of γ d → ηnp and η np with the
parameter mσ 8 = 0.9 GeV to 1.3 GeV in intervals of 0.1 GeV.
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1.94

We can see from Fig. 9 that for mσ 8  1.1 GeV the signal of
the η n bound state is clear and non-negligible compared to
the quasifree contribution above the η n threshold. In contrast,
for mσ 8  1.0 GeV, we have only a negligible contribution of
the bound-state signal. This result indicates that, even if there
would exist an η n bound state, we could not see its signal in
the γ d → pnη reaction if its decay width is  25 MeV.
Finally, we introduce the contribution from the π N channel
to the η N interaction in the linear σ model. The contribution
from the π N channel is included to respect the experimental
data given in Ref. [59]. Within this treatment, the effect of
the coupling with π N channel would not be so significant.
Besides, for a more realistic treatment of the model, we also
take into account the effect of the flavor SU(3) symmetry
breaking. This SU(3) symmetry breaking makes the σ0 mass
lighter. As a result, the interaction in the η N elastic channel,

d2σ / dMX dΩp [ μb / GeV sr ]

1.4
1.2

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
1.8

1.82

1.84

1.86

1.88

1.9

1.92

1.94

FIG. 10. Invariant mass spectrum for the γ d → Xp reaction with
X = ηn and η n as the sum of the two contributions. Solid and dashed
lines represent the invariant mass spectra with and without inclusion
of the π N channel, respectively. The initial photon energy is fixed as
Eγlab = 2.1 GeV and the proton scattering angle in the global center
of mass is θpc.m. = 0◦ .

which contains mσ 0 in the denominator, becomes more
attractive and hence the binding energy of the η N system
increases. In the present model, the binding energy of the η N
bound state grows to 57.0 MeV, which can be interpreted as a
model parameter mσ 0 dependence, but its decay width is still
narrow, 14.5 MeV. The details are given in Ref. [58]. We note
that, in the calculation of the reaction cross sections, we do
not take into account the double-scattering amplitude with the
π exchange, because the exchanged π should go far from its
mass shell, which gives only a negligible contribution.
We show in Fig. 10 the result of the sum of the differential
cross sections of γ d → ηnp and η np. From the figure we
can observe a clear signal of the η n bound state at MX =
1.84 GeV, though the peak of the bound-state signal is reduced
compared with that without π N channel.
B. Behavior of the signal of the η n bound state in several
experimental conditions

mσ8 = 0.9 GeV
1.0 GeV
1.1 GeV
1.2 GeV
1.3 GeV

Let us now discuss how the signal of the η n bound state
can be seen in several experimental conditions. The model
parameters are the same as those given in Sec. II.

1
0.8

1. Photon energy dependence

0.6
0.4
0.2
0
1.86

1.2

MX [GeV]

FIG. 8. Invariant mass spectrum for the γ d → η np reaction. The
interaction strength is controlled by the parameter g in Eq. (12).
The initial photon energy is fixed as Eγlab = 2.1 GeV and the proton
scattering angle in the global center of mass is θpc.m. = 0◦ .
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η′N - ηN - πN
η′N - ηN

0
1.9
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1.8

1.4

1.87

1.88

1.89

1.9

1.91

1.92

1.93

1.94

MX [GeV]
FIG. 9. Invariant mass spectrum for the γ d → Xp reaction with
X = ηn and η n as the sum of the two contributions. The interaction
strength is controlled by the parameter mσ 8 in Eq. (12). The initial
photon energy is fixed as Eγlab = 2.1 GeV and the proton scattering
angle in the global center of mass is θpc.m. = 0◦ .

First we examine the initial photon energy dependence
of the differential cross section. We take the initial photon
energy from Eγlab = 2.0 to 2.4 GeV in intervals of 0.1 GeV
and the proton scattering angle θpc.m. = 0◦ . The result of the
cross section around the η n threshold is plotted in Fig. 11.
From Fig. 11, we can find that the peak height of the signal
of the η n bound state at 1.89 GeV is almost unchanged as the
initial photon energy increases. This is attributable to the two
facts on the η photoproduction. First, the γp → η p reaction
cross section, and hence its amplitude, decreases as the photon
energy increases, as seen in Fig. 3. Second, with forward
proton emission, η produced on a bound proton becomes
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slower in the laboratory frame as the photon energy increases,
which makes the intermediate η close to on its mass shell in
the η n signal region, and hence the η exchange contribution
becomes stronger. These two contributions compensate each
other, and as a result the signal of the bound state is almost
unchanged regardless of the initial photon energy. Besides,
while the peak height of the η quasifree contribution seen
above the η n threshold is similar, its peak position shifts
downward as the photon energy increases. This is caused
because η produced on a bound proton becomes slower in
the laboratory frame as the photon energy increases, which
makes the η n invariant mass lower.
2. Scattering angle dependence

Next we change the value of the scattering angle of the finalstate proton. Here we take the scattering angle in the global
center-of-mass frame, θpc.m. , from 0◦ to 30◦ in intervals of 10◦ .
The result of the differential cross section in these values of
the scattering angle is shown in Fig. 12. From the figure, for
larger scattering angle θpc.m. , we observe smaller bound-state
signal. This is because, with finite θpc.m. , exchanged η goes
largely off-shell owing to a large transverse momentum and
hence the η exchange contribution becomes weak. Therefore,
this result indicates that the forward proton emission is suitable
for the production of the η n bound state, as we have expected.
However, we also see that the quasifree η peak shifts upward
owing to the same kinematics. This fact may help us to observe
the signal of the η n bound state in actual experiments, as in
experiments we measure the production cross sections with
finite scattering angles.

FIG. 12. Invariant mass spectrum for the γ d → Xp reaction with
X = ηn and η n as the sum of the two contributions. The scattering
angle of the final-state proton is taken from θpc.m. = 0◦ to 30◦ in the
global center-of-mass frame. The initial photon energy is fixed as
Eγlab = 2.1 GeV.

angle, we can clearly distinguish the signal of the η n bound
state, if it exists, from the η quasifree contribution. This result
indicates that we will observe the signal of the η n bound
state in experiments of the γ d → η() np reaction with forward
proton emission, especially if the bound state exists at more
than several MeV below the η n threshold with a small decay
width.
IV. CONCLUSION

In this study, we have investigated possibilities of observing
a signal of an η n bound state in the photoproductions of the
η and η mesons on a deuteron target with forward proton
emission. For this purpose, we have described the production
process by two portions. One is the photoproduction of the η()
0.6

lab

o

θp < 5

o

dσ / dMX [ μb / GeV ]

FIG. 11. Invariant mass spectrum for the γ d → Xp reaction with
X = ηn and η n as the sum of the two contributions. The initial photon
energy is taken from Eγlab = 2.0 to 2.4 GeV in intervals of 0.1 GeV.
The proton scattering angle in the global center of mass is θpc.m. = 0◦ .
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3. Integrating the angle for forward proton emission

Finally, to see the cross section corresponding to the
realistic experimental observations, we show the cross section
integrated with respect to the scattering angle for forward
proton emission in the laboratory frame in Fig. 13. The result
indicates that, in any cases of the upper limit of the scattering

FIG. 13. Invariant mass spectrum for the γ d → Xp reaction
with X = ηn and η n as the sum of the two contributions. The
scattering angle of the final-state proton in the laboratory frame,
θplab , is integrated in the ranges [0◦ , 5◦ ], [0◦ , 10◦ ], and [0◦ , 20◦ ]. The
initial photon energy is fixed as Eγlab = 2.1 GeV.
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meson on a proton, and the other is the η() n → η() n scattering.
In this study, the η() N → η() N interaction is obtained in
the linear σ model, and this interaction is employed as a
kernel of the scattering equation so as to calculate the s-wave
η() N scattering amplitude, in which an η N bound state can
be dynamically generated. Besides, the γp → ηp and η p
scattering amplitudes are fixed in an effective model so as to
reproduce the experimental cross sections with forward proton
emission.
By using these two portions, we have calculated cross
sections of the γ d → ηnp and η np reactions with forward
proton emission in single and η() -exchange double-scattering
processes. As a result, we have found that the signal of the
η n bound state can be seen below the η n threshold in the
ηn invariant mass spectrum of the γ d → ηnp reaction and its
strength is comparable with the contribution from the quasifree
η production above the η n threshold in the η n invariant
mass spectrum. We have found that the double-scattering
process of the η exchange dominates the production of
the η n bound state. We have also seen a non-negligible
destructive interference between the η quasifree contribution
in the single scattering and the tail of an η n bound-state peak
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